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Students Against Climate Change
By: Dahlia Lief
Climate change is an issue, the effects of which we will
all have to face. We have seen temperatures on this planet
skyrocket, causing intense wildfires and severe droughts.
If we don’t act now, our species will be pushed to
extinction. We as humans created this issue and have
contributed to its severity. Now we must heal the damage
we have done. And though it may seem like the capability
to prevent further destruction of our planet is in the
hands of powerful officials, there is much we can do as
young people.
First of all, we can buy less to waste less and help cut
down on waste. Each thing that we don’t buy is something
less that has to be manufactured, which causes harm to
our environment contributing to pollution. As Leo Porter,
a 6th grader at the Center School, says, “I believe that if
we all purchase less and reuse more, we can see the other
end of this crisis, but in reality the most we can do is to
make our voices heard by big corporations.”
Furthermore, we can join rallies and write letters to
officials who have power in their hands. As sea levels rise
and creatures die, marches across the globe have been
organized. Rallies often get the attention of government
officials who can then proceed to pass legislation
attempting to prevent climate change. Hopefully President
Biden and others in power see the issue for what it is and
plan to aid us in the fight against global warming.
Writing letters can do the same, alerting the government
to the people’s concerns about global warming and
encouraging them to act. They can bring carbon emissions
to the ground and stop the destruction of key ecosystems.

"The truth is the future is in
young people’s hands and if
we act now, we can build a
brighter tomorrow."
Lastly, we can create a composting and recycling
culture at the Center School. Instead of discarding
scraps, we can use them to fertilize soil and grow our
tree population which is being cut into by
deforestation. At my elementary school, PS9, we had a
compost day every Thursday, where students would
come with heaps of scraps and add them to a
composting bin. If we can create a society where
reusing rather than wasting is the norm, we can halt a
major factor in global warming. We as students may
seem powerless against something so catastrophic
that even powerful officials have failed to put a stop to,
but the truth is the future is in young people’s hands
and if we act now, we can build a brighter tomorrow.

Is Trick-or-Treating Safe?
By: James Byrd
When I think of
Halloween, I think of
costumes, cold, and most
of all trick-or-treating.
Last year, during Covid, it
was hard to trick-or-treat.
There were no vaccines
for children 12-15. I was
not vaccinated so I had to
keep my mask on the
entire time. That was hard
because first of all I was a
werewolf
and
had
werewolf teeth in, which
nobody was able to see. So
I just looked like a random
guy in a jean jacket.

When Will Our Masks Come Off?
By: Lucas Benjamin
As the new school year has developed, things have pretty
much gone back to normal. Students have normal schedules,
normal classes, and normal lunches. Yet there is one thing
holding us back from full normalcy. That thing is masks. While
some think nothing of them, others are left wondering: When
will our masks be off? Throughout research and interviews, we
have jumped to a conclusion. Our masks will most likely be off
when everyone can get fully vaccinated.

Homophobia in Schools
We'll take a deeper look into the
real homophobia inside schools.
Read about some shocking
experiences from one one of our
reporters. pg II

Will We Have an
All-School-Trip this year?
Find out the answer to one of the
questions lingering on our minds:
is the all-school-trip possible?
Will COVID permit it? pg III
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And I also had to resist
the urge to eat tons of
candy.
On
normal
Halloween, I would eat as
much as I want. But now I
could only have a little,
and only things I could slip
under my mask.
But this Halloween I know
it is going to be different.
For me at least. I am now
fully vaccinated and don’t
have to wear a mask
outdoors. Eating outside is
not going to be a problem
for me. But I can’t say the
same for 5th and 6th
graders.

Right now, only individuals of ages 12 and up can
safely get the vaccine. Scientists are working hard to
approve it for 5-11 year olds, though. White House
officials told governors to expect the start of
vaccinations for 5-11 year olds in early November,
which is not too far away. Once the majority of
children ranging throughout these ages get their 2
doses, some schools may consider removing the mask
mandate. While none of this is guaranteed, this is our
safest and best chance to get rid of our masks within
school.
I interviewed Addy Fienman, an 8th Grade girl
about her thoughts on masks, and when they will be
off. “I am fully vaccinated, as are my parents. I have a
little sister who is not of the age to be vaccinated,
though.

20 Questions with Mr. Holst
Discover Mr. Holst's likes, dislikes,
his favorite subjects, social media
platforms, pets, places to eat, and so
much more!
pg IV

Most 5th and 6th graders
are not fully vaccinated,
and still have to wear
masks in public. The
question is, is it safe to go
trick-or-treating?
My
answer is yes, as long as
you
take
the
right
precautions.
Those
precautions are easy to
follow. You have to keep
your mask on the entire
time, and pretty much
just do what I did last
time, making sure that
you don’t spread or catch
Covid. At this time you
can never be too careful.

I asked a few people if
they thought that it was
safe to go trick-ortreating. Most people
took a second and then
immediately said yes. I
then asked them if their
answers were real, and to
not be biased. The
majority of them thought
it over again and said yes,
but everyone needs to
keep their masks on.
When I really thought
about this, I realized we
are just going to have to
do what we already have
done for a year and a half.

When the two week mark passed after my second
shot, we cut down on the Covid rules lightly, yet not
entirely, to protect my sister. We didn’t want to risk
her health and Covid. We are willing to lift the
majority of our Covid rules once she becomes fully
vaccinated though, which seems to be soon. I would
hope that our schools would replicate this idea too.”
While most believe this expansion of vaccines
could get rid of our masks, others aren’t so confident.
With new Covid variants immune to the vaccine
having the potential to be formed all around the
world, we may still have to be cautious. Yet until 5-11
year olds are given the thumbs up on the vaccine, we
can only wait and see how the mask mandate plays
out.

Pro/Con: Should Field Day
Banners Count For Less Than
They Do?

Find out about why or why not field day
banners should count for less. Is the
time and effort of planning the banner
worth it, or should the rush of
adrenaline of field day accumulate the
points pg IV

Broadway is Back!
Hear some reports about the
Broadway we know and love,
back after 18 long months of
COVID. Is it worth it to see a
show? pg III
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What Does The Future Of Vaccinations Hold?
As of October 24th

By: Mia Mkrtchyan
In late March of 2020, the Department of
Education announced that students were to
take a mandatory leave from school for about
two weeks. Classes would resume online, and
everything would be back to normal in a couple
days; however, days stretched into weeks,
weeks into months, and months into years.
However, a year has passed since the initial
outbreak, and it seems like people are adapting
to this new lifestyle. Schools have opened
again, and in-person classes will finally
commence, which is a huge relief for students,
parents and teachers alike. Overall, the
pandemic has been hard on everyone mentally
and physically; when the vaccine for children
ages 12+ was announced, people were in high
hopes that this nightmare would finally be
over. However, doctors are still perfecting the
vaccine.

As far as we know, the vaccine does not offer
100% protection from COVID-19; however, it
is still strongly encouraged by the DOE to
take the shot.
With the release of the vaccine for ages
12+ being pretty recent, NYC citizens can
expect a vaccine for children ages 5-11 in the
near future. However, even with the vaccine,
COVID continues to mutate and evolve,
leaving us with a new Delta variant that
endangers those prone to illness. Studies
show that protection against the virus may
decrease over time and be less able to
protect against the Delta variant; a new
booster shot has been approved by the
Center for Disease Control. While the school
situation is still up in the air, vaccinations
should lead the road to going back to normal.

Letter from the Editor...
By: Jonah Bonin
Hello again! This is Jonah, the
editor-in-chief of the Center School
Gazette, and welcome back to my
column, the “Letter From the
Editor.” So, it’s one month later.
What have we learned? A lot of
things have been like a normal
Center School year. It has been a
chaotic but welcoming environment.
That’s normal. We have had all of our
classes in a regular school schedule,
no matter how confusing it may have
been. We had our first all-school trip
last month to the Bronx Zoo, and we
had our first advisory day. All of that
is normal; it’s all stayed the same
through COVID. But there’s no
question - we have definitely
changed as a school.
Let me state the obvious - masks.
When you walk into a classroom, you
just get a whole different vibe. Many
activities that used to be the norm at
Center School, are now prohibited
because of COVID and social
distancing. In addition, we have to
take a health screening to get into
school, and throughout the day, we
might have to complete several
other annoying tasks.
However, most Center School
students will tell you that they feel
minimal to no change. Why is this? I
think we owe this all to Ms.
Schwartz. Even though this has been
one of the most trying times in
history, she completes all of our
schedules, plans out all of our
activities, and does her best to make
sure that this year can be as
“normal” as a regular Center School
year. And, as an 8th grader myself, I
feel eternally grateful for what she is
doing, because I have seen two 8th
grade classes go without a proper
8th grade experience.

They really didn’t get the perks
of being in 8th grade, and if they
did, they were altered. They didn’t
get a real graduation, they didn’t
get TACS shows, they didn’t get
their final jogathon, their final allschool trip. They didn’t get to
carry around their egg babies to
classes in a hustle, they didn’t get
a real prom, and they didn’t get a
7th grade. But this year, we are at
least trying to do all of these
things. We are prepping for TACS
shows and raising money for the
all-school trip, praying for the
best. We are getting our final
Halloween party, we are getting
(fingers crossed) our all-school
trip,
and
we
are
getting
everything that they missed.
Thinking about missed
experiences though, we are the
only remaining Center School
students to go through a whole
Center School experience. The
7th graders only had about half of
a year, and the 6th graders and
5th graders know nothing of what
Center School really is. We’re the
only class left in Center School
that has been to an all-school trip,
the only class that has seen the
8th-grade promposals, the only
class that has seen or done so
many things, so we need to be
role models. How we act in the
next year will set an example for
how the 5th, 6th, and even some
7th graders think of their next few
years of Center School. So I
encourage all 5th, 6th, and 7th
graders to listen to the 8th
graders that know what you are
going through, and for all 8th
graders to set an example.
Thank you, and see you in
school.

Homophobia In Schools
By: Josie Levin

Insight on Some of Center School's Extracurriculars
By: William Jin
One of the Center School students' favorite
things is clubs and other extracurricular
activities like the sports teams, the debate
team and even the Gazette. For the fifth, sixth
and other students who don’t know, clubs are
every Friday after lunch. You pick an activity
and that's what you do for the various
trimesters. Some of the clubs involve movies,
sports and games. Center School also offers a
variety of different teams outside of the
school. An instance would be the debate
team. The debate team is made up of all
grades and meets once a week. During the
sessions we make templates, we make teams
and do actual practice debates. When it
comes to the actual debate you and two other
people go against another team and have to
debate on a topic. An example would be social
media, good or bad. The debate is then
broken up into a 1st, 2nd and 3rd speaker for
each team and at the end the judge will pick a
winner. Another team would be the frisbee
team. There is a club for it and there is also a
planned practice after school on Wednesday.
I would highly recommend ultimate frisbee as
it is a very fun sport.
I really like the debate team but my only
real problem with it is that it doesn’t actually
meet during the school day.

This can cause some kids to opt out as they have
other plans. However with the frisbee team there
is a club meaning during school. All in all, I
recommend joining an extracurricular activity as
they are fun, give you something to do and can
even help you when you get to your high school
application process.
So overall, there are many great clubs at
Center School, and my advice to you is this: join
of of them, and get involved!
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Being gay can be tough on most people, but it can be even worse with the
homophobia that many children face at schools. Though homophobia now is
better than when our parents were our age, it’s still a big problem. The stigma
around just the word “gay” is horrifying to witness. Over the course of the day
I can hear people telling others that they are “gay” for not doing things that
they are scared to do. I have even heard people’s friends applaud them for
over sexualizing women, and call them gay when they don’t. These aren't just
things I’ve witnessed, I have experienced many instances of homophobia
myself.
Over the years, I have had many comments that made me feel horrible.
One that has stuck with me was said shortly after I cut my hair. A person
approached me during dismissal. The person asked me about my hair, and
when I said that's how I liked my hair, he responded with: “you know boys like
long hair? Right?” I had finally gotten the confidence to express myself and I
found myself having to explain myself to him. I tried to tell him that I don’t
care what men think, and that I don’t like men, but he wouldn't listen. He
spent about 15 minutes telling me how wrong my life choices were.
Here is another one that has stuck with me for a very long time. It
happened during school. The teacher had stepped out for only a second. I
had finished my work, so in my notebook I had been doodling pride flags for a
friend of mine. I was sitting behind the sink. The person walked halfway
across the room before saying “I can’t do it.” I thought nothing of it and went
back to drawing. The person got up again about 5 minutes later and went to
the sink to use the water fountain. A moment later I feel water on my neck. I
had been spit on.
I decided to talk to some other people about this issue. After having a
conversation with a student who goes to a different school, I realized this
issue was larger than I thought. The person I interviewed is in fifth grade. He
is trans and has been out for multiple years. He recently lost the right to use
the bathroom of his choice because someone complained that he was
violating the person's personal privacy. All my friend did was enter the
bathroom. This is an issue that has run rampant for decades that I truly
believe we have the power to stop. After all I and many others have been
through, I think the best thing to do is spread awareness and to listen. If
people trust you enough to tell you about these things, I urge you to do your
best to support them. Most of all, if you see behavior like this, try to stand up
to it. If you're not in a position to say something to them, tell an authority
figure. This is a matter worth fighting for.
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Broadway is Back!
By: Cindy Adelhamid
Broadway Is Back! And there
are a lot of opinions about it.
There are many different plays
that you may have heard that
are coming on now including;
Moulin Rouge!, Wicked, The Lion
King, To Kill a Mockingbird,
Hamilton, Chicago, Hadestown,
Aladdin, Harry Potter and the
Cursed Child, and many more. As
for the COVID protocols, you
must wear a mask the entire
time there. You have to make
sure you're vaccinated. If you're
under 12 then you should show a
negative covid test taken within
72 hours of the performance.
Now, I have never been to
Broadway or seen any type of
show from Broadway, but Issy, a
6th grader has. Here's what she
had to say about her experience:

“One of my favorite shows I’ve
seen was actually off-Broadway
but it was basically the same
thing as seeing a Broadway
show. It's called Six. It's about
the six wives of Henry the VIII
in a rock form, it was really
cool. In the Playbill there was
all of the actors' name, who
their songs were based on, and
the Queen they play... The big
message
was
female
empowerment, and the good
news is it survived the
pandemic and is on Broadway. I
loved the cast, they had a good
relationship
with
their
audience. There were about 9
people on the stage, So this
Broadway show is a ten out of
ten, I recommend.”

Will We Have An All-School Trip?

Center School Halloween Party
By: Rosemary Onwuka
Later on in October on the
29th
there
will
be
a
Halloween party! Everybody
gets to attend it and have the
best/creative
costumes
possible. The party starts
after lunch, and we would go
by gender to dress up. We
would also do a costume
competition for who has the
most creative costume. In
and interview from Ms.
Knight, she said "Last year,,
Halloween
was
different
because of COVID and how
students had to stay with
their homerooms. On the
other hand, it was more
organized which was also
weird because that wasn’t
how we usually do it. Before
COVID, the 8th graders
would transform the school
during lunch into super
creepy things.

It was also nicer to see
people
in
their
creative/creepy costumes
and going from room to
room doing different/fun
activities. The Halloween
parties were a good time
for both students and
teachers. Ms. Knight's first
year working at The Center
School was amazing to see
all the exciting things going
on
and
everything
happening.
This
year’s
Halloween party is going to
be
full
of
fun
and
excitement.
I’m
sure
everyone’s going to have
creative costumes, pretty
costumes,
and
scary/creepy
costumes.
Enjoy the party and have
amazing,
creepy/scary
costumes!

By: Caleb Garutti
The All-School trip used to
be the best part of the school
year. But since COVID, that
experience has not been
available. I am an 8th grader,
and have only had one AllSchool trip so far because of
COVID. In normal years, I
would have already had three
All-School trips. That just
shows the impact that COVID
has had on everyone and
everything. A normal AllSchool trip consists of going to
either a city or a camp for two
nights. The locations alternate
each year. Some cities that we
would go to would be
Washington D.C.,

Boston, Philadelphia, or any
other cities along the east
coast. We would visit places
around the city and stay in a
hotel near it. With COVID, this
is not really a possibility even if
you’re vaccinated. If COVID
dies down and more people
continue to get vaccinated, this
may become a possibility at the
end of the school year. Some
students at the school have
something to say in this matter.
An anonymous 8th grader said,
“I think that there will be an AllSchool trip this year as long as
there are no more major COVID
outbreaks and more people get
vaccinated.

This tradition is a really fun
time and is a really important
part in one’s Center School
experience and it will definitely
be brought back.” Another
anonymous
8th
grader
disagreed with that statement,
“There is no way that there will
be an All-School trip this year!
There are too many chances to
get COVID on the trip.” These
are both valid points and
arguments. Do I think an AllSchool trip will happen during
COVID? Maybe, but no one
knows whether the cases and
vaccinations will go up or
down. The real question is, if
not this year, when will the AllSchool trip come back?

"I am an 8th grader, and have only had
one All-School trip so far because of
COVID."

NYC's First Mayoral Race Debate
By: Charlie Heeger
On Tuesday, October 20th
the two candidates for New
York's mayorship squared off
in a debate. This was ahead of
the election on November,
2nd. In this debate, the
heavily-favored Democratic
candidate Eric Adams tried to
“rise
above”
Republican
Curtis Sliwa’s arguments and
accusations.
The two candidates sparred
over things such as vaccine
mandates and the removal of
the Thomas Jefferson statue
from City Hall. The two
candidates
also
hurled
accusations at each other,
Adams blasting Sliwa, the
founder of Guardian Angels, a
vigilante group, for faking
crimes to get publicity. Sliwa
tried to come back, talking
about how Adams wasn’t
living at his apartment but
none of his accusations and
insults got a reaction from

Adams.
The biggest thing they
argued about was public
safety. In New York, crime
has been on the rise, and that
could be a factor that decides
this election. Sliwa wants to
expand the force, adding
more police officers, while
Adams wants to use “Smart”
policing tactics. In a vacuum,
these candidates seem evenly
matched, but in reality, one is
a massive front runner. Just
after the debate, an ad for
Eric Adams aired, showing
the many millions more
Adams has to spend than
Sliwa. In addition, a poll by
Smarkets had Eric Adams at
97.09% while Siwa was at a
meager 1.54%. While Sliwa
may be doing better than
before the debate, Eric
Adams appears to be on the
track to the Mayor's office.
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Pro/Con: Should Field Day Banners Count for Less Than They Do?
Pro: Daniel Shamir

Con: Elena Smith

I believe that banners should count
for less than they do on Field Day.
Banners are a very important part of
Field Day. They can tip the entire
outcome of the event, like we saw this
year. But are they worth too much? I
personally believe that banners are
worth too many points. The point of
Field Day is what happens on Field Day,
not something you had weeks to
prepare.
First of all, Field Day is something
almost every school does. Most schools
have some version of color war, at least.
But while I agree with Center School
including a creative component, and I’m
sure other schools do so too, it’s not fair
that something like that should change
the games. If they really want to include
the banner, they can take away some
points for it. And if that isn’t what
people want, they can make a separate
competition. Taking this year for
example, we can say that the red team
won field day, while the white team won
the banner competition.
Something else that I don’t find fair
is the fact that it’s Field Day. Day. It’s
not Field Week. Everything happens on
that one day, and you have one day to
do things. If the banner isn’t being
nerfed, it should at least be made illegal.

to work on it outside of that one Friday.
There are some teams where the most
important person on the banner
committee was sick, or that no one
wanted to join so no one came up for
lunch. That was just the luck of the
draw. It’s not fair that the entire
outcome of Field Day matters on
whether people decide to do the banner
or not. I’m not saying the banner
shouldn’t exist, I’m just saying make it
worth less points so that the day doesn’t
depend entirely on your luck. For some
other people’s opinions, I interviewed
some of my fellow classmates. “The
banner is a little too overrated,” said an
anonymous 8th grader. “The whole day
depends on art work. I get they spent a
lot of time on it, but art work isn’t really
the point of Field Day, or any version of
color war. It’s pretty cool to have a
banner, but it shouldn’t be worth that
much.” This person is basically agreeing
with what I’m saying. So there you have
it. I think the banner is too powerful
because the whole day depends on it.
It’s not fun knowing that even though
you won every single event, there’s still
a good chance you might lose because
the other banners are better. The whole
day is so dependent on it, it kind of
ruins the fun.

I believe that banners should not
count for less than they do on Field
Day. Field Day banners are worth a lot
of points, and that’s totally fair! Friday,
October 8th was a beautiful fall day,
perfect for a school outing and some
friendly school rivalry. Center School
was once again a school divided, but
this time it wasn’t Covid – it was teams:
White for diversity, Blue for friendship,
Green for cooperation, and Red for
trust. The competition began way
before we got to the field in Riverside
Park.
It started as soon as the teams were
assigned, because that’s when we all got
to work planning our banners. Students
from each team take time out of their
own days – lunch time, free periods,
after school – coming home with paint
and sparkles all over them after
working hard on their team’s posters. I
would argue that since the banners
took so much more time that the games
themselves, they should definitely be
counted for as many points as they are.
The games played at the Center
School Field Day this year were team
tug of war, relay races, potato sack
races, balloon bounce, tank wheel, over
and under, to name just a few.

In order to make sure every student
has fun, each one is assigned two
games, plus the all-school games. With
each win, a team earns points toward
their total and the banner points are
added to that.
I decided to get some more opinions
from some of the people in my grade,
all from different teams. A lot of them
felt that teams with the higher artistic
skills should win, and that the banners
are the most important part when it
comes to points. A few, though, felt that
if one team tried really hard in the field
activities and their banner wasn’t as
splashy, that it wasn’t fair. The thing is
though, the games are not meant to be
a straight sports competition. They are
just for fun, to make connections with
our classmates and teachers, and most
importantly, to build team and school
spirit. Not everyone may be good at
athletic games such as races, or tug of
war, but everyone at Center School has
creativity and cooperation, so the
banners are really one of the greatest
representatives of that. It is all about
school spirit, and nothing shows school
spirit more than the time and effort we
all put into making our team banners.
That is why they should be worth so
many points.

20 Questions with Mr. Holst
Questions By: Sarana Shafter
1. Why did you chose to
teach at Center School?
I didn’t choose Center
School, Center School chose
me. I was a theater director
and I had friends who were
teaching at middle school on
the UWS and she needed
help. Her kids were trying to
put together a play about a
book they had read, but they
didn’t know how to do it. So
she asked if I would come
help them. She said you’re so
good you should do this for a
living and I wasn’t getting any
other work. So they had this
Urban Fellows program and I
got here and I was like this is
incredible. I love it here and I
never want to leave. So I’ve
been here ever since.
2. How long ago was that?
20 years ago.
3. What’s your favorite
subject to teach?
I love teaching 5th grade
math and I love teaching
literature.
4. When did you know you
wanted to be a teacher?
I was here and it was right
before the Christmas break
and I was like I need to get a
job here. I was only supposed
to be here for one year. So I
went to Mrs. Schwartz and I
was like, “Can I have a job
here?” She said, “We’ll see
what we can do.”
5. If you weren’t a teacher
what would you be?
I don’t know. Maybe a hockey
player.
6. Where did you grow up?
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

15. What’s your favorite place
to go for lunch?
Lenwich.
16. When did you and Mr. Veve
meet?
In 2002 in the Urban Fellows
Program, and he stuck around,
too.
17. Do you believe in unicorns?
I believe in the essence of a
unicorn.
18. What’s your favorite song?
That’s hard. I listen to all kinds
of music all the time. It’s too
hard to choose. There are too
many.

19. What’s your favorite book?
A French book. It’s the kind of
crazy nightmarish, kind of
Surrealist, and very funny.
20. If you could live anywhere
in the world, where would it
be?
I would live in France. I would
live in Marseilles. I like the
Mediterranean. It’s a city, kind
of gritty, but it’s also beautiful
and Mediterranean at the same
time.

By: Charlie Kieves

7. What was your favorite
subject in middle school?
I was a terrible student. I
guess I liked history.
8. What did you do after
school in middle school?
I would hang out with my
friends and get up to no
good. In those days, parents
had no idea what kids were
doing.
9. Do you have any siblings?
An older brother and younger
sister who died years ago. I’m
the middle child.
10. Did you have any pets
growing up?
I had assorted dogs and cats.
11. Are you a dog person or a
cat person?
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Cat. I like cats. I’m a cat
person. Dogs are demanding.
Cats are like, "hey what’s up?"
And I like that.
12. Instagram or Facebook?
Instagram. Facebook is for
old people.
13. Why is hockey your
favorite sport?
Because it had a combination
of grace and brutality. I
admire the fact that people
who play it are selfless and
are very determined and tend
to be very nice people.
14. How do you spend
Sunday mornings?
Taking my kid to a hockey
game every Saturday and
every Sunday. On Sundays off
I like to drink coffee.
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Entertainment Page
Treat in Heaven with Levin:
Spooky Halloween Treats!

MLB Postseason
As of October 19th

By: Leif Rideout

By: Josie Levin!
Welcome back to my (Josie's) column, where each month, I will
give a recipe for some seasonly treat that I cook, and I will give
tips on how to make it taste even better!
With Halloween soon I
thought I would give you guys
a treat by putting in a couple
of recipes that I enjoy, and
even giving you some of my
favorite baking tips. All the
recipes are linked right here:
https://sallysbakingaddict
ion.com/easy-halloweenrecipes/
https://www.womansday.
com/food-recipes/fooddrinks/g2586/halloweendesserts/
https://www.brit.co/dess
erts-for-your-halloweenparty/

My first tip is to chill any
batter you have for about 15
minutes
directly
before
putting it in the oven to make
the outside crisper. My second
tip is that while double boiling
stir it in 30 second bursts with
1 minute breaks in between to
create smooth chocolate. My
final tip for now is to always
let your cakes and baked
goods cool properly before
decorating. I know that
sometimes you and I can be
impatient for food, but it's
worth it. I hope you found
these helpful! See you next
month.

Book Review: Land Of Stories;
The Wishing Spell (Warning: Spoilers!)
By: Charlie Friedman
The “Land of Stories: The
Wishing Spell” is about two twins
who fall into a book, and how
they try to get back. The story
starts off when we meet the two
twins named Alex and Conner.
They cherish a book their
grandmother reads to them all
the time. One time during the
night the book starts shining and
glowing, confusing Alex. She
shows Conner the book and they
fall inside the book.

They find themselves in a
magical, foreign land where they
are confused and scared. They
meet nice and helpful characters
along the way but also meet evil
and scary characters. They meet
Jack from “Jack and the
Beanstalk” and they see many
characters whom they read from
the book and become surprised
they are actually meeting them
in real life. But they need to get
back to the real world.
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The MLB season is sadly
coming to an end after a long,
crazy season. As of October
20, the round of playoffs going
on is to get into the World
Series, called the League
Championship Series. The
teams left in the American
League are the Houston Astros
and Boston Red Sox, currently
tied at two in a seven-game
series. The teams in the
National League are the
Atlanta
Braves
and
Los
Angeles Dodgers, with the
Braves currently up two
games to one. The winners of
these will face off in the World
Series. But first, how did they
get here? We’ll start with the
American League. The Wild
Card game, a game between
two teams that didn’t win their
division but did well, was

They need to do a few
assignments in order to get
out and if you do so, you can
make a wish.
Only two people get to
make a wish for a lifetime. A
spooky witch also wants to
make a wish and the last one
who makes a wish will never
ever get to do it again. They
compete on who finishes first
while the witch tries to ruin
them.
On their way, they find out
they got an invitation from
the Fairy Godmother to come
to her party. On their way
they get trapped by trolls.
They are supposed to be
stuck there for a few years
but one night a young troll
comes to them who has a big
crush on Conner. Alex and
Conner make a plan to get
out. They tell her that Conner
will kiss her if she lets them
out. That worked and they are
on their way again. They are
almost there, and after a few
days they find the one and
only Fairy Godmother.

between the New York Yankees
and the Boston Red Sox. The
Red Sox won 6-2. The next
round, the Divisional Series,
had two five-game series. One
between the Tampa Bay Rays
and Red Sox, and another
between the Houston Astros
and Chicago White Sox. The
Red Sox won their series three
games to one, and the Astros
did the same. That then led up
to
the
American
League
Championship Series. Now onto
the National League. Their Wild
Card game was between the
Los Angeles Dodgers and St.
Louis Cardinals. The Dodgers
won that 3-1 on a game-ending
home run. In the Divisional
Series, the Dodgers played the
San Francisco Giants and the
Atlanta Braves faced the
Milwaukee
Brewers.
The
Dodgers beat the Giants three
games to two and the Braves

They have a big party and
then the Fairy Godmother or
grandma sends them back to

beat the Brewers three games to
one to get where they are now.
Over the course of the playoffs,
there have been some crazy
games. There was a game in the
American
League
Divisional
Series between the Rays and Red
Sox that lasted 13 innings. A key
play in the Rays’ loss was a ball
that bounced off the wall,
ground, and a player’s leg. The
play was called a double and the
next player struck out to end the
inning.
In a game between the Astros
and Red Sox, the game was tied
at two and the Astros scored
seven runs in the ninth inning to
win. The first two games of the
Braves-Dodgers
series
both
ended in game-winning hits. I am
excited to see how it ends, but I
am sad to see the end of a great
season. Many can’t wait for the
World Series!

the real world and has the
best experience of their life.
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Dear Alex...
Welcome back to our advice column, Dear Alex!
You can submit questions for "Alex" to answer, and Alex
will respond in the Gazette! Write down your questions
and leave them on Ms. Wing's desk in Room 300.
Dear Alex,
There is a sport (I don’t want to
name it) that I really want to
play at lunch. The people who
do play it say that I’m not good
enough to play with them. I am
just trying to have fun, but they
are taking it too seriously.
What should I do?
-Amateur Athlete
Dear Amateur Athlete,
That’s a tough situation. From
what you said, you want to play
a sport but other people say
you aren’t good enough. If you
can, counter this by practicing
on your own or with a friend.
Also, you could try to find
other people to play with.
Another thing to do is to ask
them what you could do to get
better. Once you get as good as
they think you should be and
they still won’t include you,
maybe ask a teacher for some
help. You could say that they
are excluding you from playing.
I hope this answers your
question.
Sincerely, Alex
Dear Alex,
I am SO nervous about the
SHSAT. I feel like I will end up
doing badly. All the studying is
making me feel even less
confident. I also have a hard
time focusing while studying.
Meanwhile, my friends are all
good at studying and ready for
it. Help!
-Unfocused Eighth Grader
Dear Unfocused Eighth Grader,
The SHSAT can be super
nerve-wracking. First off, get
out of the mindset of doing
badly. If you think you will do
badly, you will.

Tell yourself that you will do
the best you can. A tip for
studying is to find what works
for you. You might want to
listen to music while studying,
go on a run beforehand, or
study with a friend. What I’m
saying is that there are many
different things to help you
focus. As for your friends, you
could ask them to help you.
Remember that there are also
great schools that aren’t
specialized. I hope you do well
and find a good way!
Sincerely, Alex
Dear Alex,
My friend I have had for the
last year is starting to grow
apart from me. They have a
new friend who my friend
hangs out with all the time.
Also, they leave me out
whenever they do things
together. It hurts when they
leave me out. Can you please
help me?
- Left Out and Lonely
Dear Left Out and Lonely,
I am really sorry to hear this.
Friendship problems are very
hard. One thing you could do is
work on building up new
friendships. For example, start
to talk to people at lunch. Ask if
they want to hang out after
school or on weekends. You
could also build up smaller
friendships. Try to meet people
who like things that you like. A
good way to do this is in
afterschool. Remember that if a
friend is growing apart, don’t
try to hold them back. That is
when they could be mean to
you, and that would make it
hurt even more.
Sincerely, Alex
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WANT TO JOIN
THE GAZETTE?
Come to room 300 and ask Ms. Wing for a form to apply!
You can also email us at centerschoolgazette@gmail.com
Or go to our website:
https://sites.google.com/view/csgazette
for more info!
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